**YOUR BENEFITS**

PREMIUM QUALITY GERMAN ENGINEERING TOGETHER WITH INNOVATIVE CUSTOMISATION FOR THE NEEDS OF AUSTRALASIAN GRAPEGROWER.

THE ERO VSL HD BARREL PRUNER IS:

- SIMPLE AND EASY TO USE
- RAPID WORK RATE
- QUALITY FINISH
- DESIGNED FOR LONGEVITY & RELIABILITY

**SHEARING DISCS**

Serrated cutter producing clean result, removing canes and tendrils from wires. Slow speed rotors for a low maintenance cutting system.

**HYDRAULIC MOTORS**

Individual hydraulic motors on each barrel rotate the shearing discs providing an even and reliable driving force.

**BREAK-AWAY SYSTEM**

Break-away system with optional hydraulic re-set protects the machine from damage in event of impact.

**FLOATING HEAD**

The head pivots on its own bi-directional suspension system with gas shock absorbers to allow machine to accurately follow canopy contour without damage.

**MULTIPLE BLADE OPTIONS**

The lower disc on each barrel is equipped with a fine tooth saw blade or lobed disc instead of the regular large toothed disc to provide a finer and cleaner cut.

**XHD-MAST**

New extra heavy duty mast system with hydraulic side shift, width & height adjust as standard feature.

**JOYSTICK CONTROLLER**

Control the entire machine from your fingertips with the electric proportional joystick. Includes emergency stop and arm rest.

**OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES**

- **HIGH SPEED SAWS**
  High speed box cutting saws operate in conjunction with the horizontal barrels to produce a ‘box cut’ in a single pass while processing canes simultaneously.

- **SIDE SAWS**
  Side saws are mounted on their own independent suspension system which allow them to closely follow the cordon and provide a clean box cut result.

- **PRE-CUTTER KNIVES**
  Heavy duty 1.1mtr reciprocating side cutters available instead of side saws.

**BOXING SMART**

The ERO Barrel Pruner VSL HD is designed specifically for Australian vineyards; robust enough to handle large vineyards, rough terrain and an intensive work rate.

The VSL HD is capable of spur pruning or complete box pruning - and in a single pass.
VITICULTURE. IT’S ALL WE DO.

FMR represents some of the world’s best-known equipment brands, and we develop our own technology in-house to meet the more specific and often unique requirements of viticulture in Australasia.

As a specialist, we believe in doing one thing and doing it well. That’s why our sole focus is on providing viticulturists with the very best equipment for mechanising day-to-day tasks.

Our goal is simple: we want you to do a better job, in less time, for less cost, and enjoy it more.